
WINE WALL COOLING SYSTEM

Superior wine cooling technology to preserve and protect fine wine. Wine Guardian’s Wine Wall 
Cooling System provides optimal cooling and airflow to keep wine collections at the finest
long-term storage conditions. This ductless split system divides the evaporator and condenser into 
two separate units and requires zero ductwork, making it the perfect solution for small- to mid-sized 
wine displays with limited space.

The Wine Wall Cooling System can control 
a broad range of wine storage conditions 
between 55°F(13°C) to 58°F(14°C). It also 
has the ability to cool wine to serving
temperatures down to 45°F(7°C).

An optimal humidifier can be installed to 
achieve 55 to 65% relative humidity.

*The system’s slim design allows it to integrate completely flush with 
the ceiling, ensuring no bulky equipment is visible in the wine wall. 
The grille can also be painted to match the aesthetic of the space.
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EASY ACCESS AND INSTALLATION
There are no tools required to remove the grille assembly, giving full access to the 
system’s internal components. Wine Guardian’s innovative hinge design acts as a 
second hand while installing it, so one person installations are simple.

COMPREHENSIVE CONTROL
The system’s remote interface controller gives you full control over the temperature 
and humidity conditions within the space. An extra controller and up to 3 remote air 
sensors can be remotely connected for precise measurements when the controller is 
installed outside the wine space.

EFFICIENT DESIGN 
The system’s innovative low-profile grille contains integral supply and return sections for 
efficient delivery of conditioned air to and from the wine wall.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION  
The slim design mounts completely flush with the wine wall’s ceiling – ensuring no 
obtrusive equipment takes up valuable wine storage space. The powder coated black 
grille can be easily painted to match the décor of the wine wall.

BUILT TO LAST 
The Wine Wall Ceiling System’s evaporator features an all-aluminum chassis and grille 
assembly and contains coated coils to ensure product durability.
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OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
• Extreme Climate Protection Bundle
• Humidification
• Extended warranties
• Remote controls and sensors
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